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'The Pacifist Conscience Edited by Peter Mayer (Pelican, 447 pp. 9s6d)

This anthology of short esseTs and extracts fre: astern and eiestern
writinc on Pacifism since (lassical times covers most aspects of
non-violence and spreads beyond the limits of Facifism as such. Oamus,
Tolstyo, Dolci, Freud and jartin Luther Kin,: are amoi-“r.the forty-odd
authors quoted, while Mahatma Gandhi's statement at his trial in 1922
presents non-violence in its purest eseentials. SimoneWeil's 'The
Iliad, a loem of Force" is a fascinating study of the whole concept of
power.

T:verymars Concise :ncyclo-oaedia of Russia Dy S.V. Utechin (J.M. Dent,

1961, 30s.)

This is a book which contains, in a condensed and easily accessible form,
the basic information needed alike by the expert and by the layman
with a general interest in Russia. -rticles cover the political and
economic state since 1917, and also the lussia of the Tsars. balance
which is neatly demonstrated in the illustrations where a hydro electric
station jostles a vigorous 18C cartoon of an Old :Believer resistin
deter the Great's attempts to shave his beard. Statistics were
accurate in 1961 - the date of publication - when, of ccurse, Eruschev
was still in power. Tut, although not completely up-to-date, this is
a valuable addition to any but the most specialised library of eussian
works.

The Crisis of India Ey Amald ,'_)egal (Penguin, 5s. )

Ronal :..egal's "The Crisis of India" is a c mprehensive and perceptive
work of vivisection, revealins in sharp and clinical detail the diseased
anatomy of a state which only two decades ago was ecclaimed by the :Jest
as the new light of esia.

Every word in the book. rings true, not only retrospectively but
prophetically - what the author wrote in 1964 is merely underlined by the
events of 1967 - and it is indisputedly a brilliant piece of docureentation,
immensely readable and invaluable for an understanding of India's traL;ic
situation.

But for some reason, (disillusionment, perhaps) the book has one failinr7.
It lacks humanity, and reveals a Swiftian disgust and contempt, more
explicit than stated, fer every aspect of Indian life, beginnin euite
logic ally with Hindu philosphy itself. One car hardly blame ,r. 6egal.
Indeed one must admire him for refusirvs to overstate his case. Nevertheless
there are other sides to the Indian picture which he has chosen to ignore.
Tolerance and loving leindness, for instance, and above all, generosity
on a scale seldom encountered in .estern countries. The women tend to
be more formidable and less downtrodden than he supposes, and it should
be rerembered that India can show more women in high places than are
discernible today in Tritain, ancrica, alssia or China.

ame of the author's theories, though interesting, are a bit off the cuff.
There is one that equates a lack of discipline in childhood with the
average Indian's lack of civic responsibility in matters of sanitation
which seems to founder on the fact that the average awful emerican
child still crows up with a healthy respect for hygiene.

However, these are minor and po sibly frivolous criticisms, mr. ',Jegal may
regard Indians without affection, but hi8 diagnosis of their country's
malaise appears to be alarmin;:ly accurate. It is hard to beleive that
India, paralysed by irresponsibility and incapacitated by ovespopulation,
can survive much loner under the present system. Eut when the dissolution
comes, who will be the heir', -nd who is going to pay for the funeral?
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Southey.n ,frica In Transition (Published for the -merican .3ociety of
,..frican Culture by Frederick Praeger /) 2.95. 427 pp.)

This is a collection of papers first presented at the Fourth International
Conferene of t..e emerican Gociety of African Culture held at Howard
5niverc. :;ashington in 1963, edited by John A. -Davis and James H. Baker.
Though has been little charg.-? in the basic .eouthern -frican
situet 05 during the three years lat elapsed between uresentation and
publiction, some developments have taken place that necessitated revision
and er.it:orial postscripts in order to bring the papers up to day and this
has bein s::ilfully done.

There is a secflon dealiw7 with each of the countries which together
make up 'Southern Africa as well as sections which discuss in more general
terms the problems of struggle, the role of international action, U.J.
pelt ert,. the role of foreign private capital. Pach section is followed
bj eeion and criticism by the participants of the conference.

One is made aware of the 'vast social and political problems that face
beth the independent territories as t7elles those struggling for independence
Thouph there may be room for disagreement in soe of the conclusions drawn
by i so distinFhlished contributors, this book provides a food factual
baekground as yell as giving some idea of the thinking of those most
co:Jeer-lied in tLese problems.

Peace in Vietnam Report Prepared for the e:merican Friends Service
Committee) (Pubi-ished by H111 and eang, Pew York. 954 112 pp.)

The .,merican Friends 'Service Committee, a ',uaker organisation, argues
that the United Gtates by ip.noring the growth of nationalism and the
need for socio-economic change in 1.outh -Tast ,sia is betraying its own
history end ideals. It traces -merican involvement following the French
deuarture after the Geneva Conference through the support given to JJiain
to direct military intervention. It then examines the United otates'
failure to respond to signs of negotiation from Hanoi but, finding beth
sides increasing in flexibility, suzgests the possibility of a Geneva-type
conference leading to a settlement.

The Naked Societ. by Vance iackard (Penguin rocks, 5s. 322pp)

warning, euite up to the standard of *Lt. Packard's earlier works.
,.nyone chilled by Chief Justice Douglas' recent opinion (as reported
in the Times) should go here for further data on the superficially plural
yet in fact interlocking systems which have become sovereign in the
United L;tates im the last twenty years, and whose effect has been to
identify and when the individual cannot be regimented to crush the
"different". It is encouraging that the book is available in a populr
edition here, and one hopes this country will avoid the abuses erected into
which are now an integral part of the power structure of the United LAates.

Rush to Ju,g•ement By arl- _Lane (Podley Head, 42s. 478 pp)

This book, on the Lennedy assassination and its sequel, builds up an
impressive case against the :Jarren Commission but is less convincing when
he seeks to establish the innocence of Oswald. This enthralling book
shows the dangers that arise when the national interest conflicts with
an unbiased search for the truth. The real problem was not thet t*(7.

O 1 OP Ja7, )ut m t-IL it h*i.
'11T1 i,Jo.1 of .-hat e,:1-uiripi)11(1 briny to lic;ht. The book

has an inttodurtion by Lrofesor Trevor-Roper.

Freedom at ,:;take Ey Peter ,d-cher, T. and Lord .e.ay (Dodley Lead, 12s 6d
111 piT)

P)embers of limnesty's British Executive and a member of the 'Parliamentary
Committee of emnesty International have combined to examine human rights in
theory and practice in a number of countries with widely differing political
systems. s well as Great Britain, the authors give detailzdattention to
the United States, Russia, Spain, Portugal, Ghana and outh
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Freedom at Stake Cont.

The authors illustrate their thesis with cases taken from :Jaanesty
files and Groups with prisoners in these countries are particularly
recommended to read this book.

7 Pendle (0.U.P. under the auspices of the Royal
o.; InternationaTi -fIairs, 1967. 21s. 96pp)

introduction to Paraguay by a writer who in his
,,merica (Penguin 3s 6d) proved his ability to cover a

large subject in a restricted space. For mudiof its history, landlocked
its neir.;hbours, the deliberate policy of its rulers, and its
blending of Spanish and Guarani culture. This volume traces the
ci."c Paraguay, explaining the r)ots of the present day

and in a modern Iaraguay an examination of the
is skilfully linked with a description of the life of the people.

Tnnre are some useful tables illustrating laraguay's economic development,
axtont  .b  which i. is becoming integratee, in the economic progress

 iCa as a whole.

The Str.,: for a Bil:LLELELLBy Lary Benson, (Penguin -frican Library

8s'd 314pp)

For many thp obstacle to active sympathy for ,frican nationalism in
South  ;'_fric,6. lies in the violent policies advocated by the two
nationalist movements. STRUGGLE FOR BIRTH2IGHT explains why, as
successive renuests for the slightest political progress were blocked
by the Government, a time came in 1961 when the.chly renaining
means appeared to be violent revolution. This was after 50 years •
of passive resistenoe. Beginning with the foundation of the African
hational Congress in 1912, Mary Benson describes the growth of .the
party and, mirrored in the growth of J'rican political
awareness. :any of the present PliC leaders are her friends; almor,t
all are now in prisan or exile. She tells the story with understanding,
deep compassiOn and a wealth of first-hand source material from
interviews and from the hitherto unpublished documents of the
Congress - many of which exist now onby in the archives of the Special
Branch.

Law in Eastern Euro e No. 3. The Federal Law of the Soviet Union

and the Union Republics (edited by Z. Szirmai; introduction by
j.N.van Bemmelen, translation by F.J. Feldbrugge) 1959.Sythoff,
Leyden 122 pp. 23.75guilders (22 5s 0d)

No. 7. Viscellanea (various authors; edited

by Z. Szirmai) 1963 . 458 pp. 63.75guilders (25 8.s Od.)

No. 9. Soviet Criminal Law (by F.J. Feldbrugge;

edited by Z. Szirmai) 1964. 32.50 guilders (23 5s 0d).

aell translated documentation and objective commentary on Soviet Law
are rare. These volumes reach a high standard In both respects.
No. 3 in the series gives the original Russian text and an -lnglish
translation of the group of laws concerned with criminal law and
procedure which were enacted in 1958 and apply to tht 1;:ole of the
Soviet Union. These laws cover:- Basic principles of Criminal
Le i lation; Criminal Responsibility for Crimes against the State;
Cri:inal Responsiblity for Lilitary Crimes; Basic Principles of .
Criminal Procedure. Those making use of this volume in the practical
work of Amnesty will note the importancle of Section 3 of the Basic

1-1.1nciples of Criminal Legislation which marks a significant change
from earlier practice in renuiring that offences should be "forbidden
by law" and not merely be "similar" to those in part prohibited. They
will also be intested in the Law on Criminal Responsibility for Crimes
against the State with its similar tendency to repuire more specific
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criminal acts, rather than,  as  formerly, to bring in vaguo "counter-
revolutionary Cn the other hand crimes againot the ;.)tai, in
the :;oviet Unic:n still contain some elastic concopt., such as "agitation
or propaganda, concmeted. with theintention of undermining or weakening
the ;oviet rower, or of committing certain especially dangerous crimes
againet the &ta'ce, spreading slanderous fabrications, with the sane
intent, defa.::in ,joviet political and social system, as well as
distribution, preparation or preservation with the same intent, of
writings of such con ent" (bection 6 of the Law on Oriminal mespnsibi1ity
for Crimes against the itate - punishment:- six -months to seien years,
in certain eases ten years). The existence of such laws makes all the
more important the fairness of the procedure in the criminal proces_.-e
:(-)me impression of criTilinal procedure in the doviet Union will be
c,btaineJ from the translation o the j'asic l:rinciples of (_riminal froced-
ure. It will be evident thatone of t'e crucial points is the custody
of the accused before trial, and in this connection the vital roleof the
l'rocuracy. The limits of custody wit,out the consent of the Procuracy
are now fairly narrowly defined, although the periods of detention with
such consent may extend, where consent is given, by the Irocuator General
of the ;3oviet Union for as mucn as nine months (,jection 34 of the Lw on
(.riminal lesporlsibility).

flo.9 in the Law in Pastern 7urope dories is
general principles of :iovi ot Criminal law.
expert in comparative criminal law, but the
interested in the chapters on the 3i us and
latter being relatively unfamThar nt ien.su
jestern coutries - e.g. pyile and banishment. in the ..,eries
of a series of specialized articles covering aspects in civil and criminal
law in hot only the L)oviet Union but also other last Luropean countries.
The mott relevant for anyone concerned with personal Preedom is that on
"I'eople's Justice: the anti-Parasite Law, People's Volunteer iiilitia and
Comrades' Courts" by Glenn G. morgan. These manifestations of popular
justice nay be regarded as a first step in the democratization and
deformalization of the law; the author thinks however t.at they have
been introduced for practical rather than ideological reasons to try
to control people who, while avoiding the more normal courts, arenot
working with the requisite enthusiam for the ..Joviet regime. One might
conclude that the reasons for their introduction have in fac . been mixed.
They have a limited jurisdiction but their effect on the life of the
ordinary citizen should not be overlool,:ed. -nother important contribution
affecting civil liberties is that by George Ginsburgs and rmins Husis
on the Criminal Law and the Protection of L3tate .iecrets. The law in this
field which was formerly veryyague, permitting its apilication to almost
any infornation, has since 1955at least been given a more coherent and
rational shape.

The three volumes here reviewed are not easy reading but they are
scholarly and detached and certainly the best guide in 7,nglish to the
aspects of L,oviet law with which they deal.

a detailed treatise on the
Most of the book is for the
general reader would be
kinds nf punishment, some
inern times in most
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